THE INSPIRING LEADER

The vast research conducted by Zenger Folkman confirms that the leader’s feature that has the greatest impact on the organization’s performance is their capacity to inspire and motivate the team.

For many leaders this skill is complex and challenging. The Inspiring Leader will help participants discover:

- Their impact on the organization
- The importance of inspiration on performance and willingness to change
- How inspiring leaders act
- The 6 inspiration styles and the importance of style flexibility
- The most important thing: what can be done to be an inspiring leader and how to build a success plan to achieve this objective

CUSTOMIZATION

The Inspiring Leader can be customized to the needs, skill models, culture and preferences of each company and can be linked to their performance, career and/or talent systems.

PARTICIPANT’S PROFILE

The Inspiring Leader is aimed at leaders of all levels, from senior executives to mid-level managers.

LANGUAGES

The Inspiring Leader can be taught in 12 languages and 38 countries.
According to Leadership Excellence, founded by Warren Bennis, Ken Shelton, Stephen Covey, Ken Blanchard and Charles Garfield, Zenger Folkman Co. has been recognized for the last 14 consecutive years (2006/2019) as the leading independent firm for coaching and leadership skills development in the US.
CONTACT OUR EXPERTS

At P&A, we are committed to helping you achieve your Leadership development goals.

NATALIA DÍAZ

E-mail: natalia@grupo-pya.com
Phone: +34 902 207 792